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Our Work
Relief International specializes in relief and development programs that
benefit people in acute distress. A registered non-profit in the US, UK,
France and Belgium, our work targets those fragile countries or
communities that suffer from recurrent man-made or natural crises that
impede human development. We invest in four program sectors—Economic
Opportunity, Education, Health and WASH (Water, Sanitation and Hygiene)—
by supporting solutions that reinforce and improve upon existing in-country
systems.

• 17 countries across the Middle East, Africa and Asia
• 6,000+ staff and auxiliary workers

• 90% of every donation goes directly to the field
Clockwise from left: South Sudan team travels by boat to serve vulnerable communities along the
Sobat River; RI health worker offers 24/7 medical care to displaced families at Gentil Hospital in
rural South Sudan; Staff member in Lebanon visits a young Syrian refugee during a visit to informal
tent settlement.

Benefits of Membership
Patrons are leading supporters of Relief International’s mission to serve
vulnerable people in the Middle East, Africa and Asia whose lives have been
disrupted by conflict or disaster. All contributions are tax-deductible in the
United States and United Kingdom.

Patrons make an annual gift of $1,000 or more, and enjoy
privileged access to RI and its experts in the field.
• Invitation to an annual event with President & CEO Nancy Wilson in

Washington, New York or London.
• Unlimited participation in conference call briefings with our field staff on
breaking news events and development issues.
• Occasional newsletters from our country teams and “situation
reports” from the field as crises unfold.
• Recognition on our website and in the Annual Report.

The support we receive from
“Relief
International has been

life-changing. An attack during
the war left me paralyzed.
Because of this trauma, I fled
Syria with my family and came
to Turkey. RI’s center gave me
a wheelchair, which changed
everything. The physical
therapy and mental health
counseling they provide us is
helping to rebuild our lives. My
daughter and I come for our
appointments together.

—Ibrahim, 28, and his daughter
Mariya from Syria, pictured at
an RI center in Turkey
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For more information about membership, contact philanthropy@ri.org;
+1 (202) 639-8660 in the US; or +44 (0)20 345 70665 in the UK
To donate and join as a Patron, visit our website at www.ri.org/patrons
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Cover photograph: Family displaced by conflict in Iraq
collects firewood near Mosul. REUTERS/Goran

